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	Stack Your Savings: How to Save More Money, Slash Your Spending, and Master Your Finances, 9781946159205 (1946159204), Oldtown Publishing, 2019

	Do you pull out your credit card when you know you shouldn’t? Do you watch others make a purchase and decide to make the same one, despite the fact that you have neither the money nor the need for it? Do you find yourself ignoring your bank statements because you’re afraid of what they might show?Many, if not most, Americans would answer “yes” to the above questions. The especially pernicious part is that those people might not be in dire trouble or insurmountable debt. Rather, they’re just everyday folks who carry loans, credit cards and mortgages that they’re not paying off.If you’re sheepishly raising your hand right now, don’t worry. There is a way out. In Stack Your Savings: How to Save More Money, Slash Your Spending and Master Your Finances, personal development leaders S.J. Scott and Rebecca Livermore combine their knowledge and experience to show you how.Inside this book, you’ll learn:** Why so many people carry so much debt** The reasons it’s so difficult to change your spending habits** The surprising secret to catapulting your savings strategy to never-before-seen heights** How just a little more cash each month can lead to drastic reductions in debt and increases in savings** The difference between pennies and dollars when it comes to your savings** The seven pillars of the money-saving habit that you absolutely must master** How to use goals and automation to increase your savings each month** The secret to structuring your savings intelligently … and seeing major long-term results** What to know about credit cards, credit scores, savings plans, educational savings and more** The roles of home ownership, insurance, meals and life expenses in your savings approach... and much, much more. Forget the feel-good fluff of lifestyle manuals or the stuffy number-crunching advice of other financial books. Stack Your Savings dispenses with both, subbing in tons of information and ideas to help you transform your bank accounts and your life.With the authority backed by countless bestselling books and their own self-made businesses, S.J. Scott and Rebecca Livermore painstakingly lay out a path to freedom from money management issues. Based on their deep knowledge of human habits and happiness, they’ve created a book that addresses the most common financial foibles and helps you climb out of debt for good.Stack Your Savings is more than an answer to money woes. It’s truly a guidebook to a better life, with tips that will resonate through your daily tasks and far into the future.
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The School of Doubt (Brill Studies in Skepticism)Brill Academic Publishers, 2019

	The School of Doubt conducts a parallel philological and philosophical examination

	of Cicero’s Academica, a work on Hellenistic epistemology written in

	the first half of 45 bce. The treatise has a unique history, insofar as fragments

	of two different versions are extant: the second of a two-volume first edition,

	a dialogue...

		

CCNP ONT Portable Command Guide (Self-Study Guide)Cisco Press, 2008
Welcome to ONT! In 2006, Cisco Press came to me and told me, albeit very quietly, that there was going to be a major revision of the CCNP certification exams. Then they asked whether I would be interested in working on a command guide in the same fashion as my previous books for Cisco Press: the Cisco Networking Academy Program ...

		

Secrets of the eBay MillionairesMcGraw-Hill, 2005
How eBay’s top sellers made their millions--and you can too!
Find out how Phil went from penniless to PowerSeller, how Drew sells custom pens for $7,000 each, how Lisa uses her professional acting skills to woo customers, and how you too can make big money on the world’s greatest online marketplace. For the first time in one volume,...





	

Create Your Own Future: How to Master the 12 Critical Factors of Unlimited SuccessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Now in paperback, Create Your Own Future is a powerful book on self-empowerment that offers a wealth of ideas readers can apply immediately to take complete control of their personal and work lives. Intended for anyone who wants to make more money and get more satisfaction from life, the book offers twelve principles for success and...

		

Visual Studio Code Distilled: Evolved Code Editing for Windows, macOS, and LinuxApress, 2018

	
		Use Visual Studio Code to write and debug code quickly and efficiently on any platform, for any device, using any programming language, and on the operating system of your choice.

	
		Visual Studio Code is an open source and cross-platform development tool that focuses on code editing across a variety of development...



		

Developing with Google App Engine (Firstpress)Apress, 2009
Developing with Google App Engine introduces development with Google App Engine, a platform that provides developers and users with infrastructure Google itself uses to develop and deploy massively scalable applications.
	Introduction to concepts
	Development with App Engine
	Deployment into App...
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